The signature of trapped antihydrogen (H) atoms is the annihilation signal detected when the magnetic trap that confines the atoms is suddenly switched off. This signal would be difficult to distinguish from the annihilation signal of any trappedp that is released when the magnetic trap is switched off. This work deduces the large cyclotron energy (>137 eV) required for magnetic trapping ofp, considers the possibility that suchp are produced, and explores the effectiveness of an electric field applied to clear charged particles from the trapping volume before H detection. No mechanisms are found that can give ap such a large cyclotron energy and allow it to mimic an H annihilation. The method used to release H atoms from their magnetic trap without removing the magnetic field gradient that could possibly confinep with a high cyclotron energy is also discussed.
The signature of trapped antihydrogen (H) atoms is the annihilation signal detected when the magnetic trap that confines the atoms is suddenly switched off. This signal would be difficult to distinguish from the annihilation signal of any trappedp that is released when the magnetic trap is switched off. This work deduces the large cyclotron energy (>137 eV) required for magnetic trapping ofp, considers the possibility that suchp are produced, and explores the effectiveness of an electric field applied to clear charged particles from the trapping volume before H detection. No mechanisms are found that can give ap such a large cyclotron energy and allow it to mimic an H annihilation. The method used to release H atoms from their magnetic trap without removing the magnetic field gradient that could possibly confinep with a high cyclotron energy is also discussed. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Antihydrogen atoms have recently been trapped for up to about 1000 s by both the ATRAP and ALPHA Collaborations at CERN [1, 2] . ATRAP observed an average of 5 atoms per trial confined for 15 s, while ALPHA trapped approximately 0.7 H atoms per trial for 10 s using smaller numbers of antiprotons (p) and positrons (e + ). These are important steps towards the proposed use of trapped H atoms [3] for CPT tests with precision spectroscopy [4] and for proposed gravitational studies with trapped antimatter atoms [5] , though larger numbers of trapped atoms will be required.
The H atoms are confined within the magnetic field minimum of a Ioffe trap [6] to which the magnetic moment of weak-field seeking states of the neutral H atoms are attracted. The trapped H atoms are detected via their annihilations with the surrounding apparatus when the current producing the radial Ioffe fields is switched off. It is important that the signal used to identify and count an H atom is from a trapped atom and not from a trappedp that is released at the same time, given that an H and ap have the same annihilation signals.
Ap that is given a large cyclotron energy may have a magnetic moment that is large enough to be captured magnetically. The simplest "mirror trap" in which ap with cyclotron energy could be confined is a magnetic field that increases in magnitude to either side of the trap center-just the situation that pertains when the axially symmetric contribution to a Ioffe trap field is turned on. A chargedp is fixed to the field line around which it has its circular cyclotron orbit, and the magnetic moment is confined axially by the gradient magnetic field. Already some time ago, particles in a mirror trap [7] were used to measure the electron and positron magnetic moments [8] , to directly trap e + for multispecies plasma experiments [9] , and to bunch e + [10] . This paper discusses thep cyclotron energy needed to mirror trap ap in the ATRAP Ioffe trap, considers mechanisms for producing these large energies, and examines the effectiveness of the electric field that is applied to clear away possible mirrortrappedp while the H atoms are trapped, before these atoms are detected. We seek (unsuccessfully) to identify processes that can provide ap with the cyclotron energy necessary for it to remain mirror-trapped when the clearing field is applied. As an added precaution, the H atoms are released for detection while the mirror trap from the axially symmetric Ioffe field coils is left on. Mirror trapping requires considerably morep cyclotron energy in our apparatus compared to another that has been studied [11] .
II. TRAPPED H ATOMS
The apparatus used to observe trapped H atoms in their ground state is represented in Fig. 1 . The hollow copper cylinders can be biased as Penning trap electrodes to make open-access Penning traps [12] forp and e + . Currents in the Ioffe pinch coils and the Ioffe racetrack coils make a magnetic field minimum that is centered on these coils. The potentials on the electrodes are manipulated such that e + andp interact to form H atoms at the field minimum.
H formation at this location proceeds via three-body recombination involving ap and two e + [13, 14] within a nested-well potential [ Fig. 2(a) ]. Virtually all of the atoms formed are "guiding center atoms" [14] that cannot be magnetically trapped. Some of these atoms are observed to form in states with n 50 [15] . This atom size is just small enough that the e + orbit about thep is chaotic, opening the possibility of occasional low-field-seeking states that can be trapped [15] . Some of these atoms remain in low-field-seeking states during their cascade to the ground state [1, 2] , consistent with simulations [16, 17] .
To be confined an H atom must have a very low kinetic energy. The trap potential energy contours in Fig. 2(b) [6] (to store H). Much of the vacuum enclosure and cooling system is hidden to make the traps and detectors visible. An external solenoid (not shown) adds a 1 T magnetic field along the trap axisẑ which is vertical. a ground-state H . The magnetic field on the center axis of the trap is shown in Fig. 2(c) .
ATRAP holds trapped H atoms in the Ioffe trap for between 15 and 1000 s (depending upon the method used to makep and e + interact to form H)-long enough for H atoms to decay to their ground state [1] . While the H are trapped, axial electric fields of first +5 V/cm and then −5 V/cm are applied [e.g., the dashed line in Fig. 2 to leave the trap. These clearing electric fields are much larger than any stray fields within the Penning trap.
Trapped H atoms leave the trap radially when the current in the Ioffe racetrack coils that produces the radial Ioffe field is switched off. The annihilation signals the H atoms make upon striking electrode surfaces [1] are detected.
III. CYCLOTRON ENERGY NEEDED FOR MIRROR TRAPPING
During H detection, the mirror trap from the Ioffe pinch coils is left on to maximize the chance that a mirror-trapped p (if any are present) remains confined. However, possible transient effects upon suchp from the sudden removal of the radial Ioffe field are not well understood. Thus, it would be better to be confident that nop at all were stored in the mirror trap. As a first step this section considers the cyclotron energy needed to produce a magnetic moment large enough to remain trapped when the clearing electric field is applied.
Ap in the combined fields of a Penning and Ioffe trap executes a modified cyclotron, axial, and magnetron motion compared to its motion in a simple Penning trap [18] . Adiabatic invariants [19] have been identified for each of these motions, provided that the magnetic field changes sufficiently slowly along thep trajectory so that orbit frequencies change by only a small fraction during an orbit period, a condition easily satisfied here. For ap with cyclotron energy E c , its magnetic moment μp = E c /| B| is an adiabatic invariant of the cyclotron motion. As | B| increases, E c also increases to keep μp fixed.
The sum of thep cyclotron energy E c and thep translational kinetic energy E T also remains fixed. Thus as ap moves from a region of weak to strong | B|, E c increases to keep μp invariant, and E T decreases to keep the total energy constant. If thep moves into a | B| large enough to reduce the translational energy to E T = 0, thep reverses its trajectory and in this sense is "mirror-trapped."
Consider ap with kinetic energy E T and cyclotron energy E c in a magnetic field, B 0 . If thep moves to a larger magnetic field B it will not be mirror-trapped if its initial kinetic energy is high enough,
The center of the ATRAP Ioffe trap has B 0 = 2.15 T and B max = 2.71 T [ Fig. 2(c) ]. Thus a kinetic energy E T > 0.26E c at the trap center ensures that ap will not be mirror-trapped. In ap plasma with cyclotron and translational motions thermalized at 4 K, an unacceptably large fraction of 8% would be mirror-trapped. For this reason the strong clearing electric field is introduced to sweep awayp after H formation. The applied force must be stronger than both the stray fields within the trap electrodes and the mirror-trap restoring force. When a potential is applied, an additional term, −e , must be added to the total energy (where −e is thep charge). Equating the total energy at the center of the trap, where | B| = B 0 and = 0 , to the energy at some other point parametrized by B and , mirror-trapping is avoided if
For large enough − 0 it is possible to make sure that nō p is mirror-trapped [i.e., to satisfy Eq. (2)] for any E c and B, even when E T = 0. For ATRAP, only ap with an extremely high cyclotron energy can remain mirror-trapped after the clearing electric field is applied. Clearing fields of both +5 V/cm and −5 V/cm are used [e.g., +5 V/cm is the dashed line in Fig. 2(a) ] and (B max /B 0 − 1) = 0.26. This means that a minimum cyclotron energy E c > 137 eV is required for ap with no translational kinetic energy (E c > 200 eV in the center of the Ioffe trap) to be mirror-trapped. This limit is rather conservative given that ap that has no translational energy along a magnetic field line and a high cyclotron energy is very unlikely. Note that since (B max /B 0 − 1) = 0.26 in ATRAP, compared with (B max /B 0 − 1) = 1.0 in the ALPHA apparatus that has been studied [11] , we may tolerate a markedly larger value of E c (137 eV vs. 50 eV) while still satisfying Eq. (2) (for the same E T and ).
Above we have considered only the case of ap with no translational energy at the center of the Ioffe trap. Mirror trapping is much less likely in general. To determine whether ā p with a given E c at other locations will remain mirror-trapped with the clearing potential applied, we consider first the most restrictive case E T = 0. The right-hand side of Eq. (2) can then be treated as a pseudopotential,
through which thep moves. Ap remains mirror-trapped only if it stays in a local minimum of the pseudopotential. The easiest case to visualize is that of ap that is on the central axis of the trap since it will stay on this axis. The on-axis potential (z) is the dashed line in Fig. 2(a) , and the on-axis magnetic field strength B(z) is shown in Fig. 2(c) . Figure 3(a) shows the on-axis pseudopotential energy as a function of axial position for three values of the cyclotron energy E c . With a 5 V/cm electric clearing field applied, the pseudopotential contains no local minimum until E c > 137 eV. Thus, anȳ p on-axis with E c < 137 eV will be swept away by the clearing potential. Those with E c > 137 eV can remain mirror-trapped but only if they remain spatially localized in the pseudopotential well with too small an energy E T to escape.
If ap on-axis starts with E T = 0 at a higher potential energy far to the left in Fig. 3(a) , it may still gain enough kinetic energy to escape over the barrier to the right even if E c > 137 eV. Figure 3(b) plots the minimum cyclotron energy ap would need, along with E T = 0, to remain mirror-trapped when starting from different values of z on-axis. The curve reaches a minimum at 137 eV. Away from the minimum, the curve rises to the left on account of the longer distance over which the clearing potential can acceleratep. The curve rises to the right asp are no longer localized in the confining well of the pseudopotential. Note that forp located at the center of the nested well (z = 0), only those with E c > 200 eV could potentially survive the electric clearing field.
The off-axis trajectories for ap in a Penning-Ioffe trap are more complicated due to the presence of the radial Ioffe field. The magnetic field lines, some of which are shown in Fig. 4(a) , are no longer alongẑ. They diverge exponentially in the planes aligned with the Ioffe current bars (the long vertical sections of the racetrack coils shown in Fig. 1) . Nonetheless, the pseudopotential along these field lines may be determined using Eq. (3) with calculated off-axis potentials and the calculated off-axis magnetic field, as illustrated in Fig. 4(b) .
To determine if anyp with E c < 137 eV may be mirrortrapped off-axis, we calculate trajectories forp with various E c and E T = 0 at a grid of starting locations in the trap. To speed a   A   B   UTCE  UTR1  UTR2  UTR3  UTR4  UTR5  CS  UTR7  UTR8  UTRW  UTR10  UTR11 calculations, we employ the guiding-center approximation, in which the fast cyclotron motion is replaced by the adiabatically invariant magnetic moment μp that remains aligned with the local magnetic field [20] . Trajectories forp off-axis are thus excursions along a magnetic field line with a slight change in azimuthal angle during each bounce due to the magnetron drift.
Ap will only remain mirror-trapped if it stays in a local minimum of the pseudopotential throughout its entire trajectory. For example, consider ap with E c = 200 eV starting at the coordinates ρ = 10 mm, φ = π/2, and z = 70 mm. Thisp will be mirror-trapped initially, as shown in Fig. 5 . However, as thep magnetron drift changes the azimuthal angle φ, the pseudopotential becomes less confining until, at φ = 0.94π , thep escapes. Ap is confined in a stable mirror-trapped trajectory if the pseudopotential is confining for all φ. Otherwise, the trajectory intersects a trap electrode or exits out the end of the trap. Figure 6 shows the result of the trajectory calculations. For each of the initial grid locations the minimum initial value of E c that results in mirror trapping is represented. The lowest cyclotron energy that results in mirror trapping is E c = 137 eV on the trap axis [ Fig. 3(b) ]. Ap at any location in the trap will not be mirror-trapped if its initial cyclotron energy is less than 137 eV.
IV. ACQUIRING MORE THAN 137 eV OF CYCLOTRON ENERGY
To minimize the chance that mirror-trappedp would be released and counted as H atoms, we do not turn off the axial mirror trap (from the Ioffe pinch coils of Fig. 1 ) when releasing trapped H atoms to count them. Instead, only the currents in the Ioffe racetracks (Fig. 1) are switched off. It would be safer, of course, if nop was mirror-trapped when the racetracks are turned off. There would then be no possibility that turn-off transients not well understood could eject a trappedp, for example.
This section considers whether anyp could acquire enough cyclotron energy to be mirror-trapped at the time that H are released for detection. The previous section concluded that to be mirror-trapped ap would need to acquire at least 137 eV of cyclotron energy (more than 10 6 K in temperature units) for ap located on-axis between electrodes UTR3 and UTR4 (Fig. 6) . For mostp locations, and for E T > 0, even more than this high cyclotron energy would be required.
Evaluating the cyclotron energy that ap would have to have at the time at which H atoms are released from the trap requires a brief consideration of some aspects of the capture and cooling ofp. These familiar processes have been described elsewhere [21] . Possible thermal and nonthermal excitations of p cyclotron motion are considered, along with the ionization of H atoms.
A. Cooled and uncooledp
Thep for these measurements are initially captured by ATRAP in a 5-keV potential well, whereupon they can have translational energies along 3.7 T magnetic field lines up to the well depth. Insofar as some trappedp could have cyclotron energies that are similarly large they would be candidates for mirror trapping.
Most of the initially capturedp collide with cold trapped electrons [21] . This electron cooling thermalizes both thē p cyclotron energy and thep translational energy along magnetic field lines. As discussed in the following section, the thermalized cyclotron energy is much too small for mirror trapping.
Anyp that is radially outside the cold electron plasma does not collide with the electrons and is thus not electron-cooled. Uncooledp with large cyclotron energies are actually ejected from the trap volume not long after thep are initially captured in the ATRAP Penning trap (long before the Ioffe racetrack current is turned off to let trapped H atoms escape). The loss takes place when the magnetic field B i = 3.7 T in which thē p are initially captured is adiabatically reduced to B f = 1 T. The ratio of the cyclotron energy and the magnetic field is an adiabatic invariant, as discussed earlier. As a result thep cyclotron energy reduces from E ci to E cf = E ci (B f /B i ). The lost cyclotron energy increases the translational energy along the magnetic field lines by E = E cf (B i /B f − 1) = 2.7E cf . Thus E cf = 137 eV is only possible for a translational energy greater than 370 eV.
After the magnetic field reduction, the well depth for the Penning trap is only 10 eV, ensuring thatp with enough cyclotron energy for later mirror trapping are ejected from the trap. Ap with more than about 4 eV of cyclotron energy would have acquired enough energy to escape the 10-eV well.
When the Ioffe trap is turned on the magnetic field increases to 2.1 T. The cyclotron energy increases in proportion but would still be very much less than what is needed for mirror trapping.
B. Thermalp
After catching, cooling, and transferringp to a nested Penning trap, thep temperature before H formation has been directly measured to be 31 K (as part of a study of subsequent adiabatic cooling [22] ). For ap density of 10 6 cm −3 , the isotropization rate between axial and cyclotron energy is 330 Hz at our magnetic field [23] , which is fast enough to ensure that the axial and cyclotron temperatures remain in thermal equilibrium with each other. For a thermal distribution of cyclotron energies centered around E c = 31 K = 2.7 meV, the probability of having E c > 137 eV is negligibly small.
C. Drivenp
Forming H requires increasing the amplitude of the motion of thep along the magnetic field lines to bring them into contact with the e + plasma. To this end, radio-frequency electric fields are applied to drive thisp motion. To keep the drives near resonance with thep oscillation along the magnetic field lines, the drive frequency is either chirped or broadened by noise. Thep cyclotron energy is not directly excited, since applied oscillating electric fields are far off resonance and are cylindrically symmetric. Instead, thep gain translational energy along magnetic field lines, and collisions equilibrate the translational and cyclotron motions, leaving them both in a thermal distribution at the same temperature.
For every set of drive parameters used, the axialp temperature has been measured following their excitation. In the most extreme case, when the strongest noise-broadened drive was applied for 10 min, thep axial (and hence cyclotron) energy was found to be 1 eV. For a thermal distribution at this energy, for example, only a singlep out of 10 6 has a cyclotron energy larger than 15 eV. Since allp with E c < 137 eV are ejected by the clearing electric field, the probability that a singlep could remain mirror-trapped is negligible.
Upper bounds on the translational energy can also be set by observingp loss rates. Approximately 500 out of 10 6p in a 3-eV thermal distribution, for example, would have enough translational energy to escape the 27-eV-deep nested well. Since such loss is not observed, thep energy must always be less than 3 eV (consistent with our direct measurements). Even more stringent bounds may be placed by observing the number ofp escaping over the 5-eV central nested well barrier, with the result that in all cases the probability of creating a mirror-trappedp during the drive is negligible.
As thep mix with e + to form H, they are likely to lose cyclotron energy since the two species equilibrate at a rate faster than the recombination rate. The e + cooling ofp has long been demonstrated [24] , with a collisional cooling rate of approximately 100 s −1 for an e + plasma with a density of 5 × 10 7 cm −3 in a 2.2-T magnetic field [25] . At the 31 K e + temperature, the three-body recombination rate [13] is nearly 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the collisional cooling rate. This affords sufficient time for anyp with large amounts of cyclotron energy to lose it in collisions with the e + .
D. Ionized H
Most of the H atoms produced are in highly excited states that can be ionized with a laboratory electric field. Ap from an ionized H atom could have most of the kinetic energy of the H, along with any energy acquired by acceleration of thē p after ionization.
The energy distribution of thep produced by the ionization of an H atom is predominantly the energy distribution of thē p from the H formed. The reasons thatp have much less than 137 eV of cyclotron energy have already been discussed.
Ap from H ionization oscillates along a magnetic field line with an energy that arises from the electrical potential where the ionization takes place, possibly increased slightly by the small kinetic energy from the H motion just considered. At most, this conveys 40 eV of energy (if the ionization takes place just inside the electrode wall and if thep avoids striking an electrode surface). Collisions with e + or otherp are much too rare to convert this oscillation energy into cyclotron energy and to boost the cyclotron energy above 137 eV.
No plausible way that H ionization can produce the minimum 137 eV ofp cyclotron energy that is required for mirror trapping has thus been identified.
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the signals that establish that an average of five H atoms per trial have been confined in a quadrupole Ioffe trap for 15 to 1000 s seem to be properly attributed to H atoms rather than to mirror-trappedp that are released at the same time. The mirror-trap field is not turned off when H atoms are released to make it less likely that mirror-trapped p, if some did exist, would be released with the trapped H. In addition, this study shows that a minimum of 137 eV of cyclotron energy (more than 10 6 K in temperature units) must be given to ap for it to be mirror-trapped in ATRAP's Ioffe trap. Much more cyclotron energy is required at mostp locations in the Penning-Ioffe trap and forp with translational energy. No plausible source of such high cyclotron energies has been identified.
